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Dublin roots band I Draw Slow have been drumming up enthusiastic reviews in Ireland since the release of their top 
10 selling second album, Redhills. Irish national broadcaster RTE made Redhills album of the week and Redhills has 
been welcomed to the playlists of stations across the country. However, their impact abroad is redrawing the map for 
these Irish/Americana songwriters. They have been described in the UK press as “American top league equivalents” 
destined “to blow the opposition away”, drawing favourable comparisons with Gillian Welsh and Alison Krauss. The 
band has been invited to tour the UK, Germany, Denmark and Belgium in 2012 so catch them while you can...

I Draw Slow
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VIDEOS / TELEVISION

GOLDMINE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kr1EJar5zGY

Goldmine by I Draw Slow
Directed by Rory Bresnihan., Produced by Max Brady, Produced by Vinnie O Neill.
Winner of the IMTV ( irishmusictelevision.com ) Best Styled Video Award 2011

SWANS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqFag_wa59c

Swans by I Draw Slow
Directed by Hugh O’Conor, shot by Ivan McCullough, sound recorded by Hugh Fox.

GOLDMINE (Live on The View, RTE)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hpXwDMoi3k

I Draw Slow close the show on RTE’s arts and cultures programme The View

GOLDMINE (Live on The Saturday Show, RTE)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvX1bLb4WUM

I Draw Slow appear on Brendan O’Connors chat show, The Saturday Show
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REVIEWS

HotPress  
I DRAW SLOW : REDHILLS (own label)  ****

A Greener Shade of Bluegrass

I Draw Slow are an Irish five-piece who have conjured a brand of indie bluegrass that fits impeccably into the traditional 
American canon, while also bearing a stamp all their own. It’s a good trick if you can pull it off. Tracks like the magnificent 
‘Mama Don’t Cry’ and the achingly beautiful ‘Goldmine’ are emblazoned with tasty fiddle and banjo that bring the Dillards 
to mind. Add their spine tingling harmonies and the heart-melting voice of singer Louise and Nirvana beckons.

There’s a touching somberness to ‘Goodbye Beulahland’ and ‘Cry Help’. Even when they take on trad works like ‘Buffalo 
Hunt’ they make them completely their own. Most impressively of all, they work their wonders without sounding like 
they tumbled off the Nashville/Appalachian conveyor belt. I Draw Slow play and sing with a real sense of Joy, never 
letting the virtuosity get in the way of delivering delicious performances.

They may Draw Slow but these folks find their target with unerring accuracy.
Jackie Hayden. 

The Irish Times 
I DRAW SLOW : Redhills : No label ***

As befitting their name, Irish string band I Draw Slow have taken their time before releasing their second album. Their 
debut, Downside , a winning combination of novel narrative touches and Appalachian and Irish music influences, set 
the bar high. Songs such as Kingdom and Goodbye Beulaland sound darker, more complex and more musically ambitious 
while firmly remaining in the Americana genre.

Brother and sister Dave and Louise Holden have pulled together more “dark tales of debauchery and trouble” in the 
Gillian Welch/David Rawlings mode, with Adrian Hart’s forceful fiddle forming a fine backdrop for Louise Holden’s voice, 
while Colin Derham’s banjo does likewise on Goldmine . These are interesting songs thoughtfully performed.

The Metro Herald 
I DRAW SLOW : Redhills : No label ****

If they hailed from South Carolina say, rather than south Dublin, Americana five piece I Draw Slow would probably 
be fielding requests from big record labels and playing on Garrison Keillor’s radio show. In Ireland though, alt-country 
acts have never quite received the attention they deserved. The Choice Music Prize, for instance, which purports to 
recognise albums ‘from any genre imaginable’ has with the exception of James Vincent MacMorrow’s nomination 
last year, blithely ignored acts of a more bourbon soaked bent (the defunct El Diablo and The Sick and Indigent Song 
Club to name but two). You can only hope the second album from I Draw Slow, spearheaded by siblings Louise and 
Dave Holden, fares better. Steeped in the old-time and bluegrass tradition, RedHills kicks of with the blistering Mama 
Don’t Cry and the strangely addictive Goldmine, before finding a pared-back solemn groove on Cry help and Goodbye 
Beulahland. And don’t be taken in by Louise Holden’s honey-soaked vocals: there’s a troubled heart beating through 
this compulsive collection.

Daragh Reddin
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Folk Radio UK.com 
I Draw Slow – Redhills by Alex on 7 June, 2011

The Irish based five-piece outfit I Draw Slow are no newcomer to Folk Radio UK. We were first introduced to them when they sent 
us a demo a few of years ago. They were great then but their latest release ‘Redhill’ raises the stakes of their musicianship to the 
roof! Their rich blend of Appalachian / Irish / Americana / Roots is back with a truly well-honed edge.

It is not only the musicianship of I Draw Slow which gives the American top league equivalents a run for their money but also their 
finely crafted songs which offer a unique angle of storytelling unlike anyother Roots band out there. The tales are not what you may 
be expecting which adds to their unique attraction. There are dark underlying tales to their foot tapping music, none more catchy 
than ‘Goldmine’, a dark and sorrowful tale about a woman driven to prostitution.

The fine songmanship is down to the siblings Dave Holden (guitar) and Louise Holden (vocals) who have been writing together for 
two decades. They took the decison to create a bigger sound back in 2008 and added a full band support to their ranks to form I 
Draw Slow who include: Violinist Adrian Hart, Claw hammer banjo player Colin Derham and Double bassist Konrad Liddy. Whatever 
their visions back then the results are pure gold. Louise Holden’s vocals have an endearing quality that make the songs sound so 
real and authentic and this, combined with original musicianship, make them stand out from the rest.

The band cover a fusion of genres and there is even some cajun dabbling on with Hesitation Waltz, whilst other tracks take you right 
back to the high lonesome sound such as Kingdom on which Colin Derham plays a haunting claw hammer banjo to the emotive 
vocals of Louise which are reminiscent of the hugely popular performance of Alison Krauss on the soundtrack to ‘O Brother, Where 
Art Thou’.

After hearing tracks such as Goldmine, Goodbye Beulahland or the high rolling Low Down Girl Like Me, I can see no reason why 
they can’t be as big as Alison Krauss or Abigail Washburn. It’s about time they got more exposure and set their live tour visions beyond 
the boundaries of Ireland as they will go down a storm across Europe and the US. Let’s hope they get the support they need to do 
so as this is, without a doubt, their best release to date and their future is looking great!

2 You I Bestow 
I adore this charming Bluegrass album with a passion I reserve for a chosen few. I Draw Slow should be megastars in Ireland because 
of ‘Redhills’

Filed under the category ‘Bluegrass’; Dublin’s I Draw Slow are an amazing band that I can’t wait to see live. Their second album 
‘Redhills’ mixes together folk music, Irish traditional arrangements, wonderful harmonies and charm to become a real contender for 
my album of the year. My favourite track by some way is the charming ‘Goodbye Beulahland’ which send shivers down my back 
on every listen. My favourite moment on the album is the outro of ‘Meditation Waltz’ in which the bassline performs the meditation 
waltz. Other highlights for me include the single ‘Goldmine’ and the excellent ‘Honeymoon’ featuring just guitar and vocals.

This brings me to the big selling point of ‘Redhills’ for me. While the music is wonderful it’s the vocals of ‘Louise Holden’ along with 
the songs often heartfelt vocals which elevate the band and album to heights other bands rarely get near. I love the deep lyrics of 
songs like the already mentioned ‘Goodbye Beulahland’ where Louise sings about “... coming back to the heart of everything that 
is wrong in this world ....” and the sublime haunting lyrics of ‘Cry Help’.

I’ve written before about the magic felt from finding the right album to connect with at the right time in your life. As this hobby [the 
blog] has developed through the years the magical connection occurs with more regular frequency and I have to come up with new 
adjectives to describe an album of majestic quality that is ‘Redhills’ by I Draw Slow. Somtimes I just wanna say it’s fabulous ..... go 
out and find it, listen and adore!

I Draw Slow - Redhills [12 out of 12]
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Americana-UK.com
I DRAW SLOW : DOWNSIDE : No label ****

It comes as something of a shock to discover that five piece I Draw Slow are Irish, as they have that contemporary roots/Americana 
sound down to a tee. Their big weapon is Louise Holden, whose voice is effortlessly pure and shivery, rather like a feistier Alison 
Krauss.

She and her brother, who plays guitar, have been writing songs together for nigh on twenty years, and it shows, as they have great 
tunes and beautifully constructed songs. There’s a definite bluegrass base to their music but it’s laidback rather than frenetic, and 
while the band deploy the expected banjo, fiddle and the like they differ from many of their contemporaries by not striving to recreate 
the sound of half a century ago.  Instead making the music sound contemporary. There’s also a real sense of them playing for the 
sheer pleasure of it.

The two covers are excellent, with the traditional “Satan Your Kingdom Must Come Down”, here titled “Kingdom” spectral and 
echoey, and the instrumental “Buffalo Hunt”, to which Holden adds some keening, swings smartly along and would be the perfect 
soundtrack to the famous ballroom scene in Heaven’s Gate. The originals are even better. “Goodbye Beulahland” has a mournful, 
stately feel, “Mama Don’t Cry” is as catchy as you could wish, and the closing “Swans”, which comes around far too soon, sweeps 
the listener along in a dancing whirl.

This is only I Draw Slow’s second album, but it’s as good, and in many cases better, as those from bands who’ve been playing 
forever. Warm, engaging, beautifully played, great songs and a great voice. Now, if they’ll just venture out of Ireland for some live 
dates...?

Lonesome Highway .com
Wednesday, August 31, 2011

Sometimes I think there is a whole I Draw Slow world existing in a parallel universe. It is inhabited by rounders, bounders, charming 
outlaws and has a colourful history which includes, of course, the lady of the night with a gilded heart who features in Goldmine. By 
the by, the band have made a stunning video for Goldmine – take a look on YouTube and be delighted.

Fancy aside, I Draw Slow are one tight string band. Each member is a an integral part of the whole, so it would be unfair to single 
out any one as they all play superbly. Louise Holden’s sensual, insinuating voice takes most lead vocals and the harmony/duet singing 
with her is perfection.

The songs are all by Louise and brother/guitar player Dave excepting the gospel (Satan Your) Kingdom (Must Come Down) and the 
instrumental Buffalo Hunt and their songwriting has got even better. Their style is still their own – acoustic, rooted in string band, 
Americana with a wash of colour which comes from their being an Irish band. As well the album is a visual delight with Colin Derham’s 
cover art intriguing and mystifying the eye. 

Redhills is an album anyone would enjoy and the more you listen the more you not only like the music, the narratives of the songs 
and the profusion of moods they convey, the more you might be drawn into I Draw Slow’s uniques gorgeous world.
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I DRAW SLOW ON THE RADIO 

I Draw Slow have appeared Live on the following Radio Shows
 
RTE Radio 1’s ‘Pat Kenny SHow’

RTE Radio 1’s acclaimed “Arena”

RTE Radio 1’s ‘John Murray Show’

RTE Radio 1’s ‘Country Hour with Sandy Harsch’

I Draw Slow have playlisted on the following Stations

RTE Radio 1, Album of the week on RTE Radio 1 – Wk/o 16th May

Lead track “Goldmine” – A List on RTE Radio 1 on service

Lyric Fm

LMFM

Midlands

Phantom FM

Spin South West

I Draw Slow have playlisted on the following Online Radio Stations

Americana-uk.com

Folk Radio Uk.com
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I DRAW SLOW ONLINE 

Selected Audio and Video tracks can be found at the following sites.

I DRAW SLOW
www.idrawslow.com

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/idrawslow

MYSPACE
www.myspace.com/idrawslow

YOUTUBE
www.youtube.com/idrawslow

REVERB NATION
www.reverbnation.com/idrawslow

REDHILLS ON iTUNES
http://itunes.apple.com/ie/artist/i-draw-slow/id376777013

DOWNSIDE ON iTUNES
http://itunes.apple.com/ie/artist/i-draw-slow/id376777013

CONTACT I DRAW SLOW

Email : idrawslow@gmail.com

Phone : +353 86 325 7947 

www.idrawslow.com 

www.facebook.com/idrawslow
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